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Abstract
Background: Intraoperative rectal washout is considered to be important
in colorectal surgery, but it is rather difficult in laparoscopic surgery.
To resolve the problem, a new device called gut-clamper have invented
for complete washout of the rectum during the laparoscopic low
anterior resection.
Methods: Forty patients with rectal cancer underwent laparoscopic
low anterior resection by a single skilled operator.
Results: Thirty patients with rectal cancer underwent laparoscopic
low anterior resection with colorectal washout using gut-clamper. There
was one complication of leakage in ten cases underwent without using
gut-clamper. The number of times using laparoscopic staplers was
1.9±1.0 in the cases using gut-clamper, while that was 3.4 ± 1.1 in the
cases without using gut-clamper.
Conclusion: This device of gut-clamper is easy and safe as well as
reasonable physically and economically for intra-operative rectal
washout including laparoscopic colorectal resection.
Keywords: Laparoscopic low anterior resection; rectal washout; gutclamper.

INTRODUCTION
Intraoperative rectal washout is considered to be important in
colorectal surgery, because implantation of exfoliated malignant
cells is suggested as a possible mechanism of tumor recurrence
in colorectal anastomosis that might be prevented by cytocidal
washout. It is widely believed that the practice of distal rectal
washout before anastomosis prevents implantation of free
malignant cells followed by reducing the incidence of local
recurrence.1-3
Standard guidelines are published regarding the effectiveness of preoperative colorectal washout. Preoperative mechanical bowel preparation is the common practice, despite lack of
clear evidence of benefit from meta-analysis and randomized
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controlled trials to support its use.4-8 Although some authors
have recommended no preparation, an empty colon is generally
considered to facilitate manipulation of the bowel during
laparoscopic colon and rectal surgery. It has been reported that
occlusion of the rectum allow for distal rectal washout.9 It
eliminates clamp slippage and faecal spillage and improves
access to the distal rectum for low anastomosis.
When considering a completely laparoscopic approach with
intracorporeal anastomosis, a complete reduction of the risk of
postoperative leakage might be a major issue for the laparoscopic
surgeons.
In colorectal surgery, it is required a sufficient space necessary for using instruments. Besides, it is rather difficult to secure
the space in laparoscopic surgery. Under such circumstances,
only a few laparoscopic surgeons have been performed intraoperative distal rectal washout.
In order to resolve the problem, we have invented a new
device called gut-clamper for easy and complete washout of
the rectum in the laparoscopic low anterior resection. Here, we
describe the new technique using this device and discuss its
clinical outcomes.
PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients
From April 2004 through December 2007, thirty patients (13
men and 17 women) with rectal cancer underwent laparoscopic
low anterior resection in Nishinomiya Municipal Central
Hospital, Kobe University Hospital and it affiliates by a single
skilled operator. Median patients age was 71.4 years (range
66-87). To investigate the effectiveness of gut-clamper, the
patients with rectal cancer underwent laparoscopic low anterior
resection with colorectal washout, with or without using gutclamper.
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GUT-CLAMPER AND SURGICAL PROCEDURE
Gut-clamper is a 5 mm width, plastic belt of 20 cm long that
includes two hard sticks made of stainless steel with a diameter
of 3 mm and 40 mm and 45 mm having flexible belts on one ends,
a joint at which sticks are joined. At least one through hole
made in one of the belts, and clips the rectum by using the two
sticks by using the joint as a pivot (Fig. 1). By clipping the
rectum by side surfaces of the sticks, it can be clipped while the
width of the rectum is pressed and widened, so that the rectum
is prevented from being excessively clamped and torn. The
difference of length of the two steel sticks makes the good
effect. As the two steel sticks are arranged tandem, their gaps is
set in the middle of the plastic belt. A distance between these
two sticks is 5 mm and the two steel sticks are hooked using the
hole (3 mm in diameter) by bending with V-shape at this point
(Fig. 2). If it failed to determine the point of clamping, one can
untie the gut-clamper by pulling the belt of the hole. Distal
rectal washout was carried out with 3 liters of water before
dissection of the rectum with or without using gut-clamper. All
other surgical procedures were performed after the manner of
standard laparoscopic low anterior resection of the rectum.
RESULTS
Thirty patients (13 men and 17 women) with rectal cancer
underwent laparoscopic low anterior resection with colorectal
washout using gut-clamper (Fig. 3). Ten cases (5 men and 5
women) underwent colorectal washout without using gutclamper (Table 1).
Although there were no complications in the thirty cases
with distal rectal washout using gut-clamper, there was one
complication of leakage in the ten cases of distal rectal washout
without using gut-clamper. Among these, four cases were
impossible to complete the distal rectal washout because it was
difficult to hold the forceps and tube for washout.
The number of times using laparoscopic staplers (linear
cutter) was 1.9 ± 1.0 in the cases using gut-clamper, while that
was 3.4 ± 1.1 in the cases underwent colorectal washout without
using gut-clamper. No cases showed relapses of gut-clamper
and there was no postoperative death in all cases.

Fig. 1: Structure of gut-clamper: Gut-clamper is a 5 mm width, plastic
belt of 20 cm long that includes two hard sticks made of stainless steel
with a diameter of 3 mm and 40 mm and 45 mm having flexible belts on
one ends, a joint at which sticks are joined

Fig. 2: Schema of clamping using gut-clamper: As the two steel sticks
are arranged tandem, their gaps is set in the middle of the plastic belt.
A distance between these two sticks is 5 mm and the two steel sticks
are hooked using the hole (3 mm in diameter) by bending with Vshape at this point

Fig. 3: Intraoperative view after distal rectal washout using gut-clamper:
Confirming the location of the tumor, the gut-clamper was closed after
distal rectal washout. Endoscopic view of rectum before closing (A),
during closing (B), after closing (C) and laparoscopic view of distal
rectal washout using gut-clamper (D)
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TABLE 1: Advantages of gut-clamper and characteristics
of the patients
With gut-clamper
Number of the cases
Age range
Mean
Sex
male: female
Rate of complete washout
The number of
times using stapler
Complication

30
66-87
71.4
13:17
100
1.9±1.0
none

Without
gut-clamper
10
65-92
70.2
5:5
60
3.4±1.1
leakage (one case)

DISCUSSION
Studies have shown that viable tumor cells exist in the lumen of
the colon and rectum. Therefore, it is believed that rectal
washout might have value. Nevertheless, no data conclusively
demonstrate reduction of local recurrence or anastomotic
implantation with rectal washout.1 There are reported that
exfoliated malignant cells have been found in the effluent of
resection margins in the rectal stumps and on circular stapling
devices.10-12 In addition, the viability and metastatic potential
of exfoliated malignant colorectal cells have been implicated.11,12
As the evidence for potential anastomotic implantation, with
no risk and minimal cost, it might have some utility in the
management of rectal cancer, where the proximity of the anastomotic site and the cancer is close. Beside, it might reduce the
microbial concentration that is associated to the leakage of
anastomotic site.
In laparoscopic surgery, it is sometimes difficult to apply
the same technique as the open surgery. After the first laparoscopic colectomy, a lot of laparoscopic surgical innovations for
colorectal cancer have been made.13-17 Nevertheless, there was
no established method for perioperative rectal washout before
the resection of the rectum in laparoscopic low anterior resection.
Here, we have introduced gut-clamper including, two hard
steel stick having belts with flexibility on their one ends, a joint
at which the steel sticks are joined, and one through hole made
in one of the belts. As the belts with flexibility are made of a soft
resin, it can be safely wound around the gut tract like a band.
The gut-clamper clips the gut tract by using the two hard steel
sticks by using the joint as a pivot. Different from the case where
the gut tract is tightened in a ringed manner with a string or silk
thread, this clipping method has the following advantages.
When clipping, the side surfaces of the steel stick clip the
gut tract, therefore, the gut tract can be clipped while the width
of the gut tract is pressed and widened, so that tearing of the
gut due to excessive tightening as in the case of tightening in a
ringed manner does not occur.
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Different from ringed manner, as it were, this linear manner
of clipping using gut-clamper makes possible to reduce the
number of times using laparoscopic staplers as shown in our
results. As the laparoscopic staplers are easy for the liberalized
gut tract, this gut-clamper is very suitable to use in laparoscopic
surgery.
Moreover, when tightening the gut tract in a ringed manner,
the tightened portion is constricted like a banded bundle. When
observing the gut tract from the interior of the gut tract through
a scope, it becomes difficult to accurately identify the resection
line due to the constricted portion, therefore, extra portions
may be resected in the gut tract resection. However, in the case
of the gut-clamper, especially in laparoscopic low anterior
resection, the gut tract is clipped by the steel sticks and the
width of the gut tract is pressed and widened, and the constricted
portion is reduced, so that rational resection of the gut tract
could be made after the rectal washout.
Distal rectal washout has been recommended to prevent
implantation of exfoliated malignant cells in the after anterior
resection for rectal cancer.18 Maeda et al have been reported
that the irrigation volume determined the efficacy of rectal
washout were 1.5 liters of saline irrigation appears to clear
contents from cancer cells in patients with tumors below the
peritoneal reflection whereas at least 2 liters is recommended
for patients with tumor above the peritoneal reflection. As for
laparoscopic low anterior resection, we have used much more
volume for irrigation (3 liters of water). Nevertheless, only 60%
were completed in the cases underwent colorectal washout
without using gut-clamper, but 100% were possible to perform
distal rectal washout using gut-clamper. Our data of the reduced
rate of complete washout also support the benefit of gut-clamper
for the proper sealing the gut tract.
Furthermore, the gut-clamper wherein lengths of the two
steel sticks are made different from each other and the position
of a hole made in a belt connected to the shorter steel stick, is
set to match with the end of the longer steel stick when the two
sticks are put together by using the joint as a pivot. This
mechanism is easy and safe as well as reasonable physically
and economically. This device of gut-clamper enables to shed
novel lights on the new standard method for rectal cancer.
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